
DeepBox introduces Hoop: 
an online service for the 
incorporation of new companies
The process of establishing a new company often requires significant 
investments in terms of time and energy. Hoop offers all trust companies the 
opportunity to take advantage of a practical, quick, and fully digital company 
incorporation service.

 A single point of 
contact that handles 
everything
Hoop consultants facilitate the 
incorporation process. They han-
dle every step of the process in 
a transparent, fast, and efficient 
way, which includes interfacing 
with the notary public and busi-
ness registry office.

Enjoy incorporating your first company online through Hoop at a discounted promotional price. Subsequent 
incorporations are offered based on a sliding scale price list according to the number of incorporated com-
panies. In addition, an attractive set of bonuses and incentives is available for all trust companies choosing 
Hoop.

More information:

         contact@hoop.ch

Fast and integrated 
company incorporation 
account opening
With Yapeal, opening the compa-
ny incorporation account to pay 
the share capital is managed en-
tirely online. The account is ready 
for use in just a few minutes.

An Easy 
and Fully Digital 
Process
The electronic signature allows 
incorporating a new company 
without the need to move to a 
physical location.

 New company incorporation

 Incorporation form immedi-
ately available

 Incorporation payment

 All the documentation can be 
browsed in DeepBox (e.g., 
articles of incorporation, 
notarized excerpt from the 
business registry and more)

 Digital signature 
 with DeepSign
 
 Client onboarding. The client 
may also be granted access 
to the DeepBox platform and 
related products.

Hoop and DeepBox use the 
data collected solely for the 
purpose of completing the 
incorporation process.

The process is managed 
entirely within DeepBox

Client management 
fully in the hands of 
the trust company

Prices and incentives

HOOP Corporate Services SA
Freischützgasse 3 
8004 Zürich
Switzerland

Hoop is a digital trust company that of-
fers its clients -  including trust compa-
nies - its know-how and technology to 
promote the growth of new companies 
in Switzerland.

www.hoop.ch

DeepBox is the all-in-one document 
sharing platform by DeepCloud, the 
Swiss high-tech company delivering 
intelligent cloud solutions.www.deepbox.swiss

DeepCloud AG
Abacus-Platz 1
9300 Wittenbach
Switzerland

 Trust Company

DeepBox Hoop

Online share capital 
account opening

Identification built 
into the signature process

Handling of the communica-
tions with the notary public

A Fully Digital Process

Integration with DeepBox

Customized deeds 
and articles of incorporation

Corporate changes 
and liquidation

Electronic signature

Hoop as a single point 
of contact for the trust 
company

The trust company remains 
the single point of contact 
for all your clients

Incorporating a Company Online

Coming soon


